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Abstract—Mobile application developers rely heavily on open-source software (OSS) to offload common functionalities such as the implementation of protocols and media format playback. Over the past years, several vulnerabilities have been found in popular open-source libraries like OpenSSL and FFmpeg. Mobile applications that include such libraries inherit these flaws, which make them vulnerable. Fortunately, the open-source community is responsive and patches are made available within days. However, mobile application developers are often left unaware of these flaws. The App Security Improvement Program (ASIP) is a commendable effort by Google to notify application developers of these flaws, but recent work has shown that many developers do not act on this information.

Our work addresses vulnerable mobile applications through automatic binary patching from source patches provided by the OSS maintainers and without involving the developers. We propose novel techniques to overcome difficult challenges like patching feasibility analysis, source-code-to-binary-code matching, and in-memory patching. Our technique uses a novel variability-aware approach, which we implement as OSSPATCHER. We evaluated OSSPATCHER with 39 OSS and a collection of 1,000 Android applications using their vulnerable versions. OSSPATCHER generated 675 function-level patches that fixed the affected mobile applications without breaking their binary code. Further, we evaluated 10 vulnerabilities in popular apps such as Chrome with public exploits, which OSSPATCHER was able to mitigate and thwart their exploitation.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is a common practice for software developers to use well-adapted third-party libraries to accelerate the application development process. These third-party libraries, like any traditional software, contain implementation bugs that are found by security researchers. Large open-source libraries have active developers who support, maintain, and occasionally fix software bugs. Unfortunately, mobile application developers who rely on these libraries must remain vigilant of bug disclosures affecting their application.

Mobile application developers must track third-party libraries, maintain awareness of disclosed bugs, apply patches while ensuring backward compatibility, and test for unintended side-effects. For the Android platform, Google has initiated the App Security Improvement Program (ASIP) [21] to notify developers of vulnerable third-party libraries in use. Unfortunately, many developers, as OSSPolice [15] and LibScout [4] show, do not update or patch their application, which leaves end-users exposed. Android developers mainly use Java and C/C++ [1] libraries. While Derr et al. [14] show that vulnerable Java libraries can be fixed by library-level update, their C/C++ counterparts, which contain many more documented security bugs in the National Vulnerability Database (NVD), are still not addressed. There are ample efforts to secure mobile platforms and applications through automated patching, but they are limited by the type of bugs and availability of compiled patches. For example, PatchDroid [42] relies on the availability of a compiled patch, which is applied in-memory dynamically. Similarly, techniques for platforms like Docker [46] and Android OS [7] also rely on compiled patches. Other approaches [48, 76] are limited to a specific type of bugs, such as buffer overflow. Some approaches [3, 8, 73, 79] assume that debugging symbols and build configuration options for compiled applications are readily available, where in reality they are not.

A more effective approach would automatically patch from source code, where patches to OSS are readily available. There are several challenges to patching from source code, such as identifying build configuration for the target applications, matching source code to binary code for missing debug symbols, and addressing statically linked libraries. In addition to these challenges, automatic patching might introduce unintended side-effects that hinder the target mobile application. Based on a recent OSS study by Li et al. [34], the security patches that are applied to a vulnerable code base are localized and are limited in their side-effect, unlike non-security patches. This insight implies that automatic mobile application patching for security-related bugs may be an attainable effort.

To this end, we propose a novel technique to automatically patch vulnerable mobile applications from the source code provided by the effected OSS libraries. Our approach is a layered pipeline that builds function-level binary patches from source code and performs in-memory patching on vulnerable mobile applications. To address source code patch generation challenges, we perform a feasibility analysis to identify function-level patches, then build a variability-aware abstract syntax tree (VAST) to enable further analysis. Using the VAST, we map function addresses and identify build configurations for the
target library in the mobile application. We then compile only
the patched vulnerable functions from the source code using
the derived build configurations. Additionally, we overcome
in-memory patching challenges with statically linked libraries
using a rerouting approach to ensure the mobile application
remains functional. We implement these innovative techniques
in a system we call OSSPATCHER.

To evaluate our source-code-to-binary-code matching al-
gorithms, we prepare a labeled dataset and show that
OSSPATCHER can identify function addresses and build con-
figuration with 82% recall and 95% precision. We apply
OSSPATCHER on 39 OSS and identify 675 feasible patches.
We use these patches to fix 1,000 affected Android applica-
tions. OSSPATCHER performs in-memory patching and incurs
negligible memory and performance overhead, demonstrating
the practicality of our system. Further, we test OSSPATCHER
capabilities on 10 vulnerabilities with public exploits and show
that exploitation of the affected mobile applications is no longer
possible.

II. CHALLENGES

OSSPATCHER faces several challenges when automating
patching of vulnerable OSS versions in application binaries
without developers’ involvement. We present them along with
a real-world patch for CVE-2014-3509 of OpenSSL shown in
Figure 1.

A. Configurable OSS Variants

For the purpose of portability in different deployment
platforms and configurations, software product line engineering
provides efficient means to implement variable software. By
selecting from a set of features, a developer can generate
different software variants from a common product-line im-
plementation. C/C++ OSS employs this technique to allow
developers to configure OSS for their own use. We refer
to such configurations as variability. Variability in C/C++
OSS is achieved using conditional directives (e.g., #ifdef,
#else, #if) to selectively compile certain parts of source
code, or through a build system (e.g., kconfig [56] for building
the Linux kernel) to selectively compile certain source files.
The number of variants could be exponential to the number of
features. For instance, the recent OpenSSL stable release
(version 1.1.0h), contains more than 160 preprocessor-based
configuration options for enabling/disabling various ciphers,
algorithms and protocol extensions, from which countless
variants could exist.

However, this variability causes challenges for automatic
binary patching because the patching needs to identify the
variant and follow the same variant as before in building
the patch otherwise it can break the functionality of the
application. Although we have access to the source of the
to-be-patched function, the patch target is closed-source binary
software, so before OSSPATCHER builds the patched function
from the open-source code, we need to first figure out the
configuration options that were used in the original building
of the software and enforce the same in building the patch.
For example, the vulnerable code in Figure 1 is enabled only
if the macro OPENSSL_NO_EC is not defined, which requires
OSSPATCHER to infer value of OPENSSL_NO_EC. Moreover,
the function ssl_scan_serverhello_tlsext contains 5
conditional macros (i.e., 32 function variants), which if ignored
may lead to vulnerability identification failures and disruption
to the patches.

To reverse-engineer OSS feature configs previously used
by app developers, one can either compile all variants of the OSS
and perform binary-to-binary analysis, or perform variability-
aware source-to-binary analysis. Since the former does not scale
due to the exponential number of OSS variants with regard to
features, OSSPATCHER adopts the latter solution, i.e., builds
VAST for OSS and performs source-to-binary analysis (§III-C).

B. Statically Linked Binaries

The build dependencies between the app and OSS sources
blur their boundaries, which increases the difficulty of patching
the desired library. For example, several C/C++ native libraries
can be statically linked to a single library first, then finally
linked to the application. Due to the blurred boundary of
libraries in such cases, it is hard to pinpoint the original
vulnerable library if we would perform library-level patching.
In addition, proprietary code can also be statically linked
into these libraries, which further adds to the complexity of
reverse engineering library boundaries. In such multi-binary
files, features across multiple library components are effectively
fused into a superset and boundaries among them are hard to
be identified.

In the case of statically linked binaries, individual vulner-
able libraries cannot be upgraded without replacing all their
embracing libraries, which requires more fine-grained patching
schemes. Based on the observation that security fixes are
localized and small [3, 34], OSSPATCHER performs function-
level patching, instead of library-level. Our key idea is to
identify the function boundary, rather than library boundary,
and replace vulnerable functions with patched ones.

C. Stripped Binaries

Stripped builds raise significant challenges in designing
a patching system for application binaries. Currently, both
major kernel [3, 8, 73] and userspace [42] patching solutions use symbols to locate vulnerable functions. However, a recent study [15] shows that 98.9% of native libraries in Android apps are stripped and only exported symbols (non-static) remain to allow other programs to link to them dynamically. Other symbols, such as static functions and variables, are not visible and thus require extra efforts to locate them. Moreover, even non-static symbols can be hidden when app developers statically link multiple libraries together. This happens when the option \(-{fvisibility-hidden}\) is used during compilation. To work with stripped binaries, OSSPatcher performs a series of matching analyses to identify the location of the vulnerable function in the application binary (§III-B), so it can perform in-memory patching against it. In fact, we can choose either in-memory patching or binary rewriting for our purpose. We apply in-memory patching in our current implementation because it allows safe reversion of the patch on exception and helps in debugging.

### III. Design

#### A. Goals and Assumptions

We envision OSSPatcher as an automated system that fixes n-day OSS vulnerabilities in app binaries using publicly available source patches. As mentioned in §II, OSSPatcher must consider OSS variants and perform function-level matching with no access to debugging symbols in app binaries. While prototyping OSSPatcher, we focused on fixing uses of vulnerable OSS written in C/C++ for Android apps, but the design is generic and also applies to other Linux-based apps and programming languages, such as Java. OSSPatcher consists of two modules that are deployed separately: *server* that automatically adapts and compiles source patches for app binaries containing vulnerable OSS versions, and *client* that downloads and applies binary patches to installed applications.

OSSPatcher assumes that sources of apps are not publicly available, and that developers compile OSS directly from their release versions without tampering with OSS source code. OSSPatcher also assumes that information from NVD, such as the specified vulnerable versions and the corresponding patching commits are accurate\(^1\). To this end, we set the following goals:

- OSSPatcher can accurately identify vulnerable functions and its patch-related config options for patching.
- OSSPatcher can automatically generate binary patches and perform non-disruptive patch injection.

The workflow of OSSPatcher is depicted in Figure 2. To meet the aforementioned goals, we have designed three major components in OSSPatcher: Analyzer, Matcher and Patcher. Analyzer analyzes source patches for their feasibility and converts vulnerable functions that can be patched into VAST. Matcher performs variability-aware source-to-binary comparison to identify function addresses, config options, and variable addresses. Patcher generates patched libraries from source patches and performs in-memory patch injection. The rest of this section elaborates these components.

#### B. Feasibility Analysis

In this work, we focus only on automatically applying patches where source code changes are contained entirely within functions. We believe this choice does not affect the effectiveness of OSSPatcher as many security patches are small and localized according to a recent study [34], and thus can be handled by OSSPatcher. Furthermore, this is similar in scope to previous major patching systems, including Ksplice [3], Karma [8] and PatchDroid [42]. Therefore, the first step in our feasibility analysis is to determine whether the OSS patch can be successfully applied by OSSPatcher. This process filters out the non-localized patches with large range of code changes (e.g., change to a `struct` definition). As reported in §V, OSSPatcher can handle over 60% of all OSS patches we crawled from public OSS repos.

A naive approach to check if modifications are solely inside a function would be to use regular expressions to identify functions in source files and compare their source ranges against code changes in patches. But this can be error-prone because of comments and preprocessor directives [41]. Thus, we designed a systematic feasibility analyzer to perform multi-pass source range analysis. Given an OSS patch commit, we parse the affected files using the default config. Since the source code is conditionally compiled, some parts may be skipped due to compile-time options (e.g., `define`), we therefore collect semantic information as well as skipped source ranges. If code changes in patches do not overlap with skipped source ranges, we then check if they are inside functions to report feasibility.

If code changes are inside skipped source ranges, we use our SMT-based expression analyzer to find a config combination that enables the skipped ranges and re-parse source files. Finally, we apply the qualified patches to old versions and ensure that they are compatible by performing several checks, such as patch context matching and function signature verification. We break feasibility analysis into three relatively independent tasks, namely, *source range analysis*, *expression analysis* and *version analysis*, and describe them in the following.

**Source Range Analysis.** The source range analysis finds the semantic context for code changes in a patch, based on which we determine whether the patch is feasible or not. Specifically, we consider the following change types and their combinations as feasible: 1) add, remove, or modify functions, 2) add, remove, or modify comments and empty lines, 3) add or remove extern entries, macro definitions, structs, and inclusion directives. However, this list is preliminary, and other types can be incrementally added as needed. For example, LibPNG patch 188eb6b for CVE-2010-1205 adds several `typedef` entries to update versions in addition to function-level changes. Since `typedef` statements do not change program semantics and can be ignored, 188eb6b should be considered as a feasible patch, though currently classified as infeasible.

To perform source range analysis, OSSPatcher first clones the OSS and checks out a patch commit. Since the exponential amount of OSS variants inhibit brute-force approaches §II-A, OSSPatcher starts from any one of the many OSS variants, collects skipped source ranges, and builds the corresponding AST. OSSPatcher then checks semantic context for code changes in patches to decide feasibility. If changes are inside skipped source ranges, OSSPatcher performs expression

\(^1\) Patch analysis tools such as UCKLEE [50] or regression tests can be used to further validate correctness of patches. We consider testing of publicly known patches orthogonal to OSSPatcher.
analysis to enable such ranges and invokes source range analysis again to decide their feasibility.

Expression Analysis. Conditional preprocessor directives are used in OSS to enable/disable certain parts of source code. We refer to conditions in these directives as expressions. If code changes in patches overlap with skipped source ranges, we need to find out a configuration to enable skipped parts for further source range analysis. Nevertheless, expressions in conditional directives such as #if and #elif can be very complex. For example, Figure 3 shows an expression in LibPNG which uses 9 macros. According to the C Preprocessor standard [19], expression is a C expression of integer type, and may contain integer constants, character constants, arithmetic operators, identifiers and macro calls. Intuitively, existing compiler frameworks such as LLVM [31] and GCC [61] should be able to analyze expressions. However, we found that they are designed to speed up the build process; the expressions evaluated as false are simply skipped and not analyzed further. For example, if PNG_FLOATING_POINT_SUPPORTED in Figure 3 is not defined, compilers consider the expression as false and skip the rest. Consequently, a LLVM plugin will not emit details needed by OSSPATCHER.

We, therefore, design an analyzer to analyze expressions and solve them using a satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) solver. The analyzer performs lexing and parsing to generate AST from expressions, which is similar to simple calculators, except for support of macro calls and undefined variables. It then converts AST into intermediate code, resolves macro calls using collected macro definitions and symbolizes variables using CVC4 SMT solver [5]. During symbolization, defined is a reserved function that checks if a variable (macro) is defined or not, and imposes an implicit constraint that a variable can not have a value unless defined. To interpret this constraint, we create a boolean symbol to represent whether a variable is defined or not and add a constraint that if a variable is not defined, then its value is invalid (NaN). For example, expression defined(FOO) && FOO > 5 is interpreted as:

\[ FOO_{\text{defined}} \land FOO > 5 \land \neg FOO_{\text{defined}} \Rightarrow FOO = \text{NaN} \]

In addition, since conditional directives can be nested, our expression analyzer also supports constraint concatenation. We run the analyzer on Figure 3 and present one solution in Figure 4. The solution is represented as define and undef directives and can be used to enable skipped source ranges. OSSPATCHER then invokes source range analysis to parse source files and check whether code changes are feasible.

Version Analysis. OSSPATCHER also needs to check whether the source patch changes are compatible with old vulnerable OSS versions. Patches generated by git [67] use the unified diff format [68], which provides metadata, such as changed lines, files, and context lines around these changes. While applying patches, context lines are used to identify locations of changes. If context does not match, patches are rejected. For example, the 4-6 lines in Figure 1 are context lines. The default number of context lines is 3. However, context matching may not be sufficient for function-level patching, since patches may use modified or even new structures and functions.

Therefore, our version analyzer checks for the following properties: 1) context lines match, 2) argument types and return types of functions are the same, 3) The referenced data structures and function signatures are the same. To perform version analysis, we first run git apply to apply patches to vulnerable versions. We then parse patched files into an AST and check for these properties. If code changes in vulnerable functions overlap with skipped source ranges, expression analysis is performed to ensure that skipped parts do not violate these properties.

If a patch passes feasibility analysis for a version, we consider it as feasible for this version. For example, the OpenSSL patch in Figure 1 is feasible for 29 out of 31 vulnerable versions.
C. Variability Analysis

Since app developers may use different OSS variants, OSSPATCHER must correctly infer config options that are related to vulnerable functions — to generate correct binary patch using the same config. Although our feasibility analysis (§III-B) can track variability inside vulnerable functions, it cannot reason about variability outside. For example, a function may reference a data structure which contains a field with a variable type (i.e., type int if macro INT32 is defined, or otherwise type char). In this case, the value of INT32 is important since it results in different binary layout and offsets.

TypeChef [28] tackles this problem by proposing a variability-aware lexer and parser to build variability-aware AST (VAST). Figure 5 shows the workflow of TypeChef. Nodes in VAST, such as functions, strings, or expressions, are correlated with conditions that enable them. TypeChef has been successfully applied to OpenSSL and Linux to find type errors in untested config combinations [27, 35]. OSSPATCHER leverages TypeChef to parse OSS into VAST to allow config inference based on app binaries. Nevertheless, TypeChef is not automated and requires manual inputs for its analysis of software, namely separate lists containing platform-dependent headers, open features, and partial configurations, respectively. Platform headers refer to architecture or operating system related macros, such as __x86_64 and __linux. These headers are easy to derive since they are uniquely defined for each platform. Open features include configurable features that developers can choose to enable or disable using configure script (e.g., condition A in Figure 5) Whereas, partial configuration list contains non-configurable macros with their predefined (fixed) values. Partial configuration must also contain rules to avoid conflicts (e.g., two mutually exclusive macros that cannot be enabled together).

To automatically generate such input lists, we implement pre-analysis steps: open feature analysis and partial config analysis.

Open Feature Analysis. TypeChef has a different goal; it has been designed to check for incompatible types and developer errors in untested config combinations [27, 35]. To do that TypeChef builds VAST from all source files and enumerates combinations of macro values to check for type errors. In contrast, OSSPATCHER cares only about changed files and included headers and uses VAST for config inference. Since conditional directives are evaluated by the preprocessor to selectively enable code blocks, we therefore design a Clang-based analyzer that only performs preprocessing and collects expressions used by conditional directives in source files and include headers. We also recursively collect expressions from skipped code blocks. Collected expressions are then parsed by our expression analyzer (§III-B) to extract conditional macros. These macros form the open feature input required by TypeChef.

Partial Config Analysis. Apart from conditional directives, macros are used to set certain OSS attributes, such as timeout or version string. In addition, certain combinations of features are not allowed and may result in a failure of VAST generation since they are syntactically or semantically incorrect. For example, no-ss13 is forced if no-sha is specified in OpenSSL, because SSLv3 uses hashing algorithms internally. TypeChef requires this information to generate VAST. KConfigReader [26] is proposed to extract such information from the Linux kconfig [56] build system. However, this method is not applicable to the GNU build system [74], which is adopted by many OSS projects. Therefore, we build a tool that collects macro definitions and taps into configure scripts to extract constraints among features. Although our partial config analysis is not complete and may still miss constraints embedded in Makefile or other parts of source code, we find the two analyzers greatly reduce the preparation time of TypeChef inputs.

D. Source vs Binary Matching

Patching app binaries at the function level requires locating vulnerable functions, inferring config options, and fixing external references. To achieve these tasks, we design three independent modules: function matching, config inference, and variable matching. Function matching identifies addresses of vulnerable functions and their external function references. Config inference finds out how vulnerable functions are compiled from the source code and generates a config combination for accurate reproduction. Variable matching identifies external variable references in vulnerable functions. Since app binaries are stripped (§II-C), OSSPATCHER should leverage features available in both source code and binaries for source-to-binary comparison. We start with describing the feature extraction process.

Feature Extraction. For source files, we parse their VAST to extract syntactic and semantic features, such as string literals, constants, function calls, and global variable uses along with variability information. We choose simple syntactic and semantic features because, besides being available in compiled binaries, these features are resilient against common compiler optimizations and easy to extract. In contrast, control-flow based features are much harder to define and extract, due to the presence of optional nodes in VAST (i.e. node ∈ A in Figure 5).

For binary files, we perform a symbolic summarization of each function present in the binary using an integration of static analysis and symbolic execution based on Angr [70]. Specifically, we conduct a multi-path exploration of each function with the goal of discovering references to a set of predetermined features, including strings, constants, functions, and external variables. Our approach of using per-function symbolic summarization to extract features is quite scalable (more so than whole binary exploration) because our multi-path exploration technique is limited to each function. We do not execute function calls within the function being explored, nor do we execute system or API calls. We just focus on extracting all relevant feature references within one function at a time.

Function Matching. To locate vulnerable functions in libraries, we leverages features from VAST and check if they are present in binaries. When searching for vulnerable functions, we mark them as optional since the corresponding file may not be
compiled, and different parts in these functions can also be optional due to conditional directives. We start matching by first searching for function names in the dynamic symbol table. If names are present, we report matched addresses. Otherwise, we describe candidate functions by reference/call relationship but include optional VAST nodes. We then use Angr to summarize the binary functions and compare with source functions to identify the closest matches. The above algorithm works well if there are abundant syntactic and semantic features in vulnerable functions. To backup this assumption, we show in §V-A that vulnerable functions of most OSS have on average more than 100 lines of code. In addition to vulnerable functions, we also match large functions in binaries to facilitate config inference.

Config Inference. To allow reproduction of vulnerable functions with the same configuration, we check for the presence of variability-related features in binaries and solve their conditions to infer values of config options. The key idea is to identify features that are correlated with config options. As shown in Figure 6, we start by collecting config options to be inferred in the VAST of vulnerable functions. Followed by checking if each of these config options are correlated with syntactic and semantic features in the vulnerable functions. For example, option OPENSSL_NO_EC is correlated with function reference OPENSSL_malloc in Figure 1. Since some options may not enclose syntactic and semantic features in vulnerable functions, we also check other matched large functions during function matching. We then check for the presence of these features in binary functions and generate constraints based on the mapping from features to expressions of config options. These constraints are solved using a SMT solver to find the corresponding configuration.

![Fig. 6: Explanation of the config inference algorithm.](image)

**Fig. 6: Explanation of the config inference algorithm.**

Variable Matching. Similar to function matching, exported variables can be matched by looking up the dynamic symbol table. The case of one hidden variable can also be exclusively matched. However, matching multiple hidden variables becomes challenging due to a lack of enclosed features, which is quite different from matching hidden functions which contain rich features. We solve this challenge by correlating variable references with syntactic and semantic features in the program dependency graph of vulnerable functions. We first compile vulnerable functions into binaries using config options inferred in config inference. We then perform forward and backward slicing for external variable references in the program dependency graph to identify features related to each reference in compiled binaries. We consider these features as a description of the variables and use them to match external variable references.

```c
#include "hello"
#define X "world"

void vuln_func {
    #ifdef B
        foo(X);
    #endif
}
```

App Binaries

![Fig. 7: An example of static variable usage in GIMP.](image)

**Fig. 7: An example of static variable usage in GIMP.**

For example, Figure 7 shows a function `fits_open` from GIMP, which uses four static variables, including `fits_ieee64_intel` and `fits_ieee64_motorola`. After program slicing and feature extraction, we can identify that each of these variables are associated with different constants. For example, `fits_ieee64_intel` is tied with constant 7 in data flow and 8 in control flow. In contrast, `fits_ieee64_motorola` is tied to 0 and 8. These features can be used to differentiate these four variables in stripped binaries.

E. Patch Generation and Injection

Once feasible source patches are matched to the app binaries, OSSPATCHER compiles the patched functions and injects them into the vulnerable apps. To make OSSPATCHER practical and portable for various Android systems, we try to minimize runtime overhead and avoid changing the Android system. Inspired by PatchDroid [42], we design OSSPATCHER to perform in-memory patching at the start of app launching. However, we argue that binary rewriting [71, 76] and hot-patching at runtime [3, 8, 73] are also good patching techniques and leave their implementation as future work. To minimize changes to vulnerable apps during patching, OSSPATCHER slices out vulnerable functions into separate files and compiles them into shared libraries. OSSPATCHER then injects the libraries into vulnerable processes and reroutes vulnerable functions to call patched ones in the injected libraries.

Since vulnerable functions can refer to other functions or variables, OSSPATCHER needs to fill in the references to point to the correct memory locations in app binaries. PatchDroid modifies GOT entries to reroute vulnerable functions to patched functions and doesn’t address the cases where these functions reference the original app binaries, which is not suitable in OSSPATCHER. Normally, external references of libraries are listed as undefined symbols and resolved by the dynamic loader via checking dependent libraries at runtime. However, since vulnerable functions can refer to hidden functions or variables, naive reliance on library dependency does not work. We, therefore, investigate three approaches for fixing external references. The first approach is to modify the dynamic loader to fix external references while loading patch libraries. This design introduces changes to the system, which we try to avoid and incurs overhead during the loading of all libraries. The second approach is to hard-code reference addresses into libraries during compilation. But this requires per-run adaption of libraries due to address space layout randomization (ASLR) [63]. The third approach is to refactor source code to create
stub functions and variables, compile them as dependent stub libraries of patch libraries, and modify stub references to correct locations. OSSPATCHER adopts the stub-based approach, since it avoids changes to the Android system and per-run patch adaption. The workflow of patch generation and injection is explained in Figure 8.

Patch Generation. As shown in Figure 8, OSSPATCHER generates two types of source files which are further compiled into different shared libraries. This design allows OSSPATCHER to fix references in patched functions and point them to correct locations. Given addresses of vulnerable functions and their references identified by Matcher (§III-D), we first check the visibility of references by inspecting the dynamic symbol table section (.dynsym) in app binaries. For hidden function or variable references, which can be static or non-static, we generate stubs for them and then invoke ClangMove [75], a tool which is capable of moving various definitions, including functions, variables, and classes, from one file into another, to move patched functions into patch files, and stub functions and variables into stub files. We then compile a stub library out of stub files and a patch library out of patch files, with dependencies to the stub library and original vulnerable libraries. Since Android requires a special tool-chain to build binaries for ARM architecture, we perform cross-compilation by setting CC or CXX to corresponding compilers from the Android NDK [20] (e.g. arm-linux-androideabi-gcc). The two libraries comprise our generated patch binaries.

Patch Injection. With generated stub libraries and patch libraries, OSSPATCHER performs in-memory patching at the start of app. When an app is launched in Android, the app forks the Zygote process, then loads native libraries through dlopen (which internally maps a library into memory using the open and mmap system calls), and invokes its constructors. OSSPATCHER identifies a time window where patching is most feasible using ptrace, which is after the library loads and before library code executes, OSSPATCHER uses ptrace to trace the Zygote process for its forking of new processes and keeps tracking open and mmap calls in child processes. Once vulnerable libraries are mapped in memory, OSSPATCHER checkpoints processes using CRIU [69] and injects patch libraries with optional stub libraries into them. After injection, external references in patch libraries point to stub libraries or original app binaries. OSSPATCHER then performs detour-based patching to reroute vulnerable functions in app binaries to patched ones in patch libraries and modifies external references of patch libraries to correct locations by overwriting GOT entries. Once an app is patched, OSSPATCHER detaches from the target app and the process runs natively with no overhead.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

OSSPATCHER is written mostly in C++ and Python, with a total of 12K C++ and 15K Python lines of code (LOC). OSSPATCHER builds on several preexisting tools. For example, our data collector is built on cvf-search [39] for vulnerabilities and OSSPolice [15] for vulnerable apps. All source analysis and refactoring tools are implemented as independent Clang tools using LibTooling [66]. Variability analysis is build on top of TypeChef [28] and binary analysis is based on Angr [70]. Patch injection uses CRIU [69] internally. Here we briefly describe the implementation of each component depicted in Figure 2.

A. Collector

We start by describing our data collection and preparation, including vulnerable OSS and apps that use them.

Vulnerability Database. Numerous efforts have been conducted to discover vulnerabilities and corresponding patches [30, 44, 55]. Out of them, NVD is an accurate collaborative platform for reporting and verifying vulnerabilities manually, and has been used to demonstrate characteristics of security patches [34]. Therefore, OSSPATCHER currently collects vulnerabilities and patches from NVD. However, other vulnerability databases such as Vuddy [30] and OSSFuzz [55] can be incrementally added.

Similar to Li et al. [34], we use cvf-search [39] to retrieve CVE information from NVD and look for 40-digit commit hash values in reference links of CVEs. We scanned all 95K CVEs at the time of crawling (Jan, 2018) and identified 5,793 CVEs with at least one commit hash related link. Since OSSPATCHER focuses on patching applications in userspace, we ignore system OSS such as the Linux kernel and uboot. We then clone the remaining 619 OSS and try to checkout corresponding commits, which results in 3,047 valid commits tied to 2,723 CVEs. Out of 3,047 commits, 2,045 are from 307 C/C++ OSS such as OpenSSL and 42 are from 22 Java OSS such as Apache Struts, implying that the number of documented C/C++ OSS vulnerabilities with patches are much more than Java in NVD. We denote these 307 C/C++ OSS as \( OSS_{ned} \).

Compile Commands. Clang tools based on LibTooling require compile commands to work, which specifies options such as include directories. These commands can be extracted by adding option -DCMAKE_EXPORT_COMPILE_COMMANDS=ON to CMake [40] or monitoring the compilation process with Bear [43]. Since building each OSS and resolving their OSS dependencies is time-consuming, we leverage OSSFuzz which contains build scripts for a large number of OSS and hook into its build process to get compile commands. OSSFuzz contains 125 OSS at the time of checking (Apr, 2018), denoted as \( OSS_{fuzz} \). We take the intersection of \( OSS_{ned} \) and \( OSS_{fuzz} \) and get 39 OSS\(^2\) with 1,111 CVEs and 1,140 patches, denoted as \( OSS_{eval} \). We use \( OSS_{eval} \) as our target OSS in evaluation.

\(^2\) Tcpdump is not listed in OSSFuzz but is still included since it is used indirectly by Wireshark which is listed.
Vulnerable Applications. Several studies have been proposed to identify vulnerable Java and C/C++ libraries in apps [4, 15]. Since OSS reuse detection is not the focus of OSSPATCHER, we directly contacted the authors of OSSPolice [15] for a list of flagged vulnerable apps. The obtained list contains 100K unique Android apps tagged with vulnerable OSS versions, denoted as \( \text{App} \). Since not all OSS in \( \text{OSS}_{\text{eval}} \) is popularly used by Android apps (e.g., wireshark), we selected 1,000 unique Android apps in total, spanning 10 vulnerable OSS, with 100 apps from each OSS. The 100 apps are randomly selected from apps that use vulnerable versions with feasible patches. We denote the 1,000 apps as \( \text{App}_{\text{eval}} \) and use them as target apps for evaluation.

B. Analyzer

As mentioned in §III-B, our feasibility analyzer contains three independent tools: range analyzer, expression analyzer, and version analyzer. Range analyzer and version analyzer are implemented as Clang tools and use ASTMatcher [65] internally to match and manipulate source code. Expression analyzer includes both frontend AST generation and backend symbolic modeling. We implement the frontend lexer and parser in expression analyzer based on Boost Spirit [11] and symbolically represent and solve them using CVC4 [5].

We implement variability analyzer based on TypeChef [28]. Since the current TypeChef requires manual setup, we implement open feature analyzer and partial config analyzer as Clang tools to allow semi-automatic setup of TypeChef on new OSS.

C. Matcher

To extract features from binaries, we first identify function addresses using IDA Pro [24]. We start with exported functions, comparing function names preserved in the binary with ones in source files. If vulnerable functions are non-exported, then we go inside every function and extract corresponding features. Specifically, we extract string literals, constants, function calls and number of global variable uses within each function and compare with sources to assist in the identification of non-exported functions. If a vulnerable function is inhibited, we currently reject the corresponding patch. However, this can be improved by detecting and patching all functions containing the inhibited function. We leave this as future work.

In terms of source-to-binary matching algorithms, we implement function matching ourselves and use the Z3 solver to solve configurations [12] due to its convenient Python interface. To facilitate variable matching, we compile vulnerable functions based on inferred configurations, extract variables using Angr [70], and implement forward and backward slicing for Vex IR [57].

D. Patcher

We implement patch generator as a Clang tool, which first generates stubs for hidden references and then invokes Clang-Move [75] to create patch and stub files. We also reuse compile commands from original vulnerable files to compile patch and stub files. Since OSSFuzz has prepared building dependencies, generating shared libraries for different architectures is then achieved by replacing CC or CXX with compilers of targeted platforms. For example, arm-linux-androideabi-gcc from Android NDK [20] is used to generate patches for Android ARM system, and GCC is used for Ubuntu X64 system.

To accurately capture the time window of library loading and perform in-memory patching, we implement patch injector as a daemon that monitors forking of the Zygote process and tracks when its forked application processes load vulnerable libraries using ptrace. Once they are loaded, we use CRIU [69] to checkpoint corresponding processes and perform in-memory patching. Once completed, we resume execution and detach from these processes to avoid tracing overhead.

In addition, since address matching and patch generation may suffer from false positives (i.e., a patch which does not perfectly replace the vulnerable code), inspired by PatchDroid [42], we implement a rollback mechanism. When injecting patch libraries, we also inject enter and exit counters at the start/end of patched functions. If a patched app crashes, we catch the crash and check whether the enter and exit counters are the same. If not, we revert the patch and re-execute the function.

V. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the prototype of OSSPATCHER. We start by performing feasibility and variability analysis on 1,140 patches in \( \text{OSS}_{\text{eval}} \). We then evaluate function matching, config inference, and variable matching algorithms on a labeled dataset. We further apply these algorithms on 1,000 apps in \( \text{App}_{\text{eval}} \). With the identified configurations and addresses in binaries, we run our patch generator and injector to fix these applications once the vulnerable parts are loaded. We then exercise patched apps using Monkey [2] and show that all of them launch and run successfully with negligible memory and performance overhead. To further verify correctness of OSSPATCHER, we collect 10 vulnerabilities with feasible patches and publicly available exploits, including the infamous Heartbleed and Stagefright, and show that all exploits are mitigated.

The evaluation is mainly conducted on a Nexus 5 phone running Android 5.0 (LRX210) and a Ubuntu 16.04 desktop with 8-core Intel Xeon CPU W3565@3.20GHz and 24GB memory.

A. Code Analysis Statistics

We perform feasibility and variability analysis on the 39 OSS in \( \text{OSS}_{\text{eval}} \). The analysis shows that 675 out of 1,140 patches are feasible. We selectively show the results for 10 OSS in Table I, since they are used by apps in \( \text{App}_{\text{eval}} \). Among the columns displayed in Table I, \#CVEs, \#Patches, and \#VVs (vulnerable version) are information collected from NVD and the table is sorted in descending order of \#CVEs. At the top of the table, FFmpeg and OpenSSL have only one vulnerable version and may not help in showing cross-version portability of OSSPATCHER. In contrast, Zlib has only one vulnerable version and may not help in showing cross-version portability of OSSPATCHER. Feasibility Analysis. In Table I, \#FPs shows the number of feasible patches which is defined as feasible to at least one vulnerable version, \#FVs shows the number of feasible versions which is defined as being applicable by at least one patch. The two columns show characteristics of patches and capabilities
of OSSPATCHER. For example, 77% of FFmpeg and 83% of OpenSSL patches are localized and can be automatically applied by OSSPATCHER. Similarly, the fact that 97% of FFmpeg and 75% of OpenSSL vulnerable versions can be patched shows that their code bases are stable and vulnerable functions rarely change across versions until they are fixed. In contrast, 12% of Curl’s vulnerable versions can be patched, indicating that Curl has made relevant changes to vulnerable functions across versions, which prevents OSSPATCHER from adapting patches across versions. #FVs shows the total number of vulnerable functions across all CVEs/patches and #EVFs shows exported (non-static) ones among them. LOC<sub>FP</sub> shows average line of change in feasible patches, LOC<sub>VF</sub> shows average size of vulnerable functions<sup>3</sup>, and #Feats<sub>VF</sub> shows average number of unique features in vulnerable functions. From the table, we can see that 197 functions in FFmpeg are changed across 193 feasible patches. Similarly, 145 functions in OpenSSL are changed among 80 feasible patches. This shows that vulnerabilities can reside in different functions across open source software. LOC<sub>VF</sub> of these two OSS are 102 and 153 respectively, implying that security vulnerabilities are located in medium to large functions. #Feats<sub>VF</sub> shows that such functions contains a considerable amount of features. In addition, LOC<sub>FP</sub> shows that patches are localized and change only small parts of corresponding vulnerable functions.

### TABLE I: Feasibility and variability analysis results of 10 selected OSS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OSS Name</th>
<th>#CVEs</th>
<th>#Patches</th>
<th>#VV</th>
<th># FP</th>
<th>#VF</th>
<th>#EVF</th>
<th>LOC&lt;sub&gt;FP&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>LOC&lt;sub&gt;VF&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>#Feats&lt;sub&gt;VF&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>#MIVFs</th>
<th>#MRVFs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FFmpeg</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenSSL</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FreeType</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libxml2</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LibTIFF</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenSSL</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenSSL</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenSSL</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenSSL</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curl</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zlib</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Fig. 9: Cross version analysis for feasible patches.

Apart from overall description of patches, we also present cross version analysis and code size analysis for OpenSSL and FFmpeg in detail. Figure 9a shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of feasible version count and vulnerable version count. It reveals that 80% of patches are tagged with less than 40 vulnerable versions and can be applied to less than 15 feasible versions. To understand the capabilities of each patch, we compute the ratio of feasible version count over vulnerable version count (FV/VV) and present its CDF in Figure 9b. The plot shows that 50% of patches have a higher than 35% FV/VV ratio in both FFmpeg and OpenSSL, implying that OSSPATCHER can be adapted to one third of vulnerable versions for half of the patches. We further inspect release dates of feasible versions versus infeasible versions for patches and find that feasible versions are newer ones while infeasible versions are released years before patch disclosure. This implies that these patches are more likely to be feasible to newer versions of OSS. In addition, to better understand changes in patches and their enclosing functions, we show the CDF of line of change for patches and line of code for vulnerable functions in Figure 10. Figure 10a reveals that 80% of patches changes less than 40 and 10 lines in OpenSSL and FFmpeg respectively, validating the insight from Li et al. [34] that security patches are localized small in size. Figure 10b shows that 50% of vulnerable functions have more than 90 and 70 lines of code in OpenSSL and FFmpeg respectively. The decent size of vulnerable functions allows OSSPATCHER to collect a considerable amount of syntactical features for source-to-binary matching. However, it also indicates that patching may incur some memory overhead, since these functions are compiled and injected into running apps.

For infeasible patches, we also investigate them to understand potential improvements to OSSPATCHER. As depicted in §III-B, feasibility analyzer analyzes change types, context lines, and reference compatibilities to decide feasibility of a patch. Hence, a patch may be infeasible due to three reasons, namely,
non-functional changes, context mismatches, and incompatible references. Of the 465 infeasible patches, 27% fail due to non-functional changes, 64% do not have matching context lines, and 9% have incompatible references such as new classes or functions with modified signatures. Therefore, we expect that a more comprehensive list of feasible change types and a better mechanism for formatting patches and locating their insertion points (probably with help from OSS developers or security researchers), similar to Coccinelle [47], can further improve the percentage of feasible source patches.

Variability Analysis. In Table I, #MIVFs refers to the number of conditional macros used inside vulnerable functions and is collected by feasibility analyzer. #MRVFs refers to the number of conditional macros related to vulnerable functions and is a superset of #MIVFs. In addition to direct conditional macros, #MRVFs also considers indirect conditional macros related to data structures or types used by vulnerable functions and is collected by variability analyzer. As shown in Table I, different OSS have very different behaviors in terms of variability (i.e. usage of conditional directives). OpenSSL uses 55 macros in vulnerable functions, which further expands to 82 in VAST, showing that OpenSSL relies heavily on conditional directives and gives users great freedom in customization. In contrast, FFmpeg uses fewer macros in vulnerable functions and relies less on conditional directives. We inspected FFmpeg source code, which is a large project with many subcomponents, to understand how developers can customize the compilation of the library. Our analysis shows that FFmpeg is a highly customizable system but uses a configure script to allow conditional compilation at the module or folder level.

B. Matching Algorithms

To evaluate matching algorithms in Matcher when matching source code to binaries, we construct a synthetic dataset for 6 OSS in OSS\textsubscript{eval} with different OSS variants, due to lack of a labeled dataset. The selected 6 OSS include Curl, FFmpeg, LibPNG, Libxml2, OpenSSL, and Wireshark. We select configurable OSS with a diverse size of code base, ranging from small Libxml2 to large Wireshark, to allow comprehensive evaluation of our proposed algorithms. We obtain the latest versions of them and use a configure script to build their variants. OpenSSL contains 19 feature related options such as no-zlib and Wireshark contains 68 such options such as --enable-dumpcap. Since enumerating all possible OSS variants is extremely expensive (e.g. \(2^{68}\) for Wireshark), we therefore build a subset of their variants as groundtruth. In particular, we start with the default configuration and specify one feature option at a time to build these OSS (i.e. 1 + 68 for Wireshark). As a result, we get a total of 174 different binaries for the 6 OSS with their debug information such as symbol addresses and config options and use them as groundtruth for evaluating proposed algorithms\(^4\).

Accuracy on Groundtruth. Vulnerable functions for the 6 OSS, as shown in Table I, are relatively large in size and contain a considerable amount of syntactical features for matching. For vulnerable functions which are still available in latest versions, we apply our proposed algorithms to locate them in 174 different binaries of these OSS as well as infer their config options and identify addresses of their external references. By tuning matching threshold numbers, such as ratio of matched features for function equivalence testing (e.g. matching score greater than 0.95 means equivalence), we are able to achieve a precision of 95% at a recall of 82% in source-to-binary matching. We believe the precision and recall are acceptable and further apply these algorithms on real-world binaries.

To further understand how OSSPATCHER can be improved, we inspect false negatives and false positives in the matched results. As described in §III-D, Matcher locates vulnerable functions and their function references, computes config options, and matches variable references. The matching process can fail in each of the three steps, which results in false negatives. For example, function matching can fail because of function inlining (no match) or ambiguous candidates (multiple match), config inference may not be possible due to lack of config-related features, and variable references can be non-distinguishable due to lack of dependent features. Our inspection shows that the three steps introduce 35%, 58%, and 7% of the false negatives respectively, implying that a richer set of features such as control-flow features [16, 17] can help reduce false negatives in source-to-binary matching. We also check false positives and find that they are mainly introduced by compiler optimization such as constant folding or conditional compilation in the presence of ambiguous candidates, which can be improved by more descriptive features as well.

Matching Real-World Applications. Although variability in source code is common as shown in Table I, it is still not clear if app developers adopt non-default setup in practice or not. To understand what real-world apps are doing, we pick all 2,340 apps in \textit{App} that use version 1.0.1e of OpenSSL. We run matching algorithms against these apps to infer config options related to a vulnerable function ssl3 \texttt{get\_key\_exchange} and present the breakdown in Table II. Each column in Table II represents a feature that can be optionally excluded using macros, such as \texttt{OPENSSL\_NO\_RSA}, and the first row which excludes only PSK is the default. The results show that 17% of them use non-default configurations, indicating that variability-aware analysis is an essential component in OSSPATCHER.

To further evaluate runtime performance of OSSPATCHER on different OSS, we run matching algorithms on 1,000 apps in \textit{App}\textsubscript{eval} and save their identified addresses and configs for further evaluation.

C. Runtime Testing

With the collected addresses and configs for \textit{App}\textsubscript{eval}, we run patch generator and injector to fix vulnerabilities in these apps right after the corresponding vulnerable libraries are loaded. Additionally, we run monkey [2] to exercise patched apps for 10 minutes to ensure the normal functioning of

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{#Apps} & \textbf{RSA} & \textbf{DSA} & \textbf{ECDSA} & \textbf{DH} & \textbf{ECDH} & \textbf{PSK} \\ \hline
1942 & ✓ & ✓ & ✓ & ✓ & ✓ & ✗ \\ 315 & ✓ & ✓ & ✓ & ✗ & ✗ & ✗ \\ 83 & ✓ & ✗ & ✗ & ✓ & ✓ & ✗ \\ \hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Breakdown of configurations related to function ssl3 \texttt{get\_key\_exchange} for 2,340 Apps using OpenSSL 1.0.1e.}
\end{table}

\(^4\)OSSPATCHER did not need nor have access to this ground truth information.
In order to verify the correctness of OSSPatcher, it would be ideal to attack a patched app with a previously working exploit to check whether the exploit is stopped or not. Since apps in AppEval are closed-source and automatically generating exploits for them based on vulnerabilities is an orthogonal direction, we verify correctness of OSSPatcher using apps with publicly available exploits, presented in Table III. We include the infamous Heartbleed and Stagefright as well as a recent exploit for Android Chrome (CVE-2017-15412). In addition to vulnerability and exploit information, we also present details of vulnerable functions in Table III, to show the size of vulnerable functions and their function references and variable references. We verify OSSPatcher using 6 Android apps and 4 Linux apps, to show the capability of OSSPatcher in patching both Android apps and other Linux-based apps. For collected exploits, we start by validating that they work on vulnerable versions and are blocked in newer (fixed) versions of OSS libraries. We then run OSSPatcher to compile source patches into shared libraries and patch them into the vulnerable apps. Our evaluation shows that all of these exploits are successfully stopped by OSSPatcher. We discuss three representative cases below.

### Android Chrome

As a large open source project, Chrome reuses many other OSS as well, such as FFmpeg, Libxml2 and WebRTC. On Android, Chrome compiles them into a giant library, named crazy.libchrome.so, and uses a wrapper to interact with these functionalities. To improve the security of Chrome, Google launches bug bounty programs to encourage security researchers to test and submit vulnerabilities with exploits, among which we identified CVE-2017-15412 that exploits Libxml2 in Chrome using a crafted xml file [23]. We then use OSSPatcher to patch function xmlXPathCompOpEvalPositionalPredicate by locating necessary addresses and inferring its compilation options. After injecting this patch, we found the exploit to be effectively thwarted.

---

**Table III: Correctness evaluation results for vulnerabilities with public exploits and feasible patches.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OSS Name</th>
<th>VV</th>
<th>App Name</th>
<th>CVE</th>
<th>EDB</th>
<th>Vulnerable Function</th>
<th>LOC</th>
<th>#GFR</th>
<th>#SFR</th>
<th>#GVR</th>
<th>#SVR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FFmpeg</td>
<td>3.1.2</td>
<td>FFmpeg CLI [33]</td>
<td>2016-10191</td>
<td>[9]</td>
<td>rtmp_packet_read...</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenSSL</td>
<td>1.0.1f</td>
<td>Httpd†</td>
<td>2014-0160</td>
<td>32745</td>
<td>dtls1_process_heartbeat</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libxml2</td>
<td>2.9.4</td>
<td>Chrome</td>
<td>2017-15412</td>
<td>[23]</td>
<td>xmlXPathCompOpEval...</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenSSL</td>
<td>2.2.0</td>
<td>PdfViewer [51]†</td>
<td>2017-15408</td>
<td>[22]</td>
<td>opj_copy_image_header</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaPDF</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>DocViewer [49]</td>
<td>2017-5991</td>
<td>42138</td>
<td>pdf_run_object</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stagefright</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>Hangouts</td>
<td>2015-1538</td>
<td>38124</td>
<td>SampleTable::set...</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BZRTTP</td>
<td>1.0.3</td>
<td>Linphone [36]</td>
<td>2016-6271</td>
<td>[64]</td>
<td>bzrtp_packetParser</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenLDAP</td>
<td>2.4.22</td>
<td>OpenLDAP†</td>
<td>2015-6908</td>
<td>38145</td>
<td>ber_get_next</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIMP</td>
<td>2.8.0</td>
<td>GIMP†</td>
<td>2012-3236</td>
<td>19482</td>
<td>fits_decode_header</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wireshark</td>
<td>2.4.2</td>
<td>Wireshark†</td>
<td>2017-17085</td>
<td>43233</td>
<td>dissect_cip_security_data</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Vv**: Vulnerable Version; **EBD**: Id in Exploit-DB [45] if available; **LOC**: Line Of Code; **GFR**: Global Function Reference; **SFR**: Static Function Reference; **GVR**: Global Variable Reference; **SVR**: Static Variable Reference.

† tags Linux applications; ‡ OpenJPEG is used by PDFium, which is further used as PDF rendering library by Android PdfViewer.

---
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These apps. This testing period is practically long enough based on the findings from Choudhary et al [10] that most Android automated testing tools, including monkey, approach their maximum coverage as the testing progresses for 5 to 10 minutes. During our testing, 32% of apps invoked at least one patched vulnerable function. In addition, we record memory and performance overhead introduced by OSSPatcher. During runtime testing, all patched apps remain functional without any crashes. The memory overhead mainly comes from patch libraries and stub libraries generated by Patcher, and as shown in Figure 11, OSSPatcher incurs less than 80KB (0.1%) memory overhead for 80% of apps. The memory overhead is low because the Zygote process consumes roughly 50MB of memory. Since all apps are forked from the Zygote, they will consume more memory than it.

In terms of performance overhead, it can be divided into two parts: before-patching (loading) and after-patching (runtime). Our patcher daemon is attached to the Zygote process and tracks its forks. Once the vulnerable libraries are loaded, patcher checkpoints the application process, performs in-memory patching, and detaches upon finishing. During our testing, all the apps load vulnerable libraries upon start, and patcher incurs a loading delay of less than 350 milliseconds for 80% of apps. As for runtime overhead, since apps are patched natively using shared libraries, run with normal input (i.e. no crafted files to crash enclosed FFmpeg libraries), and remain functional during testing, we observe almost no delay in terms of responsiveness. Since we use detour-based patching, the runtime overhead is only the trampoline instructions. Therefore, similar to other works (e.g. PatchDroid [42]), we empirically conclude that the runtime overhead is negligible.

### D. Exploitation and Correctness Verification

In order to verify the correctness of OSSPatcher, it would be ideal to attack a patched app with a previously working exploit to check whether the exploit is stopped or not. Since apps in AppEval are closed-source and automatically generating exploits for them based on vulnerabilities is an orthogonal direction, we verify correctness of OSSPatcher using apps with publicly available exploits, presented in Table III. We include the infamous Heartbleed and Stagefright as well as a recent exploit for Android Chrome (CVE-2017-15412). In addition to vulnerability and exploit information, we also present details of vulnerable functions in Table III, to show the size of vulnerable functions and their function references and variable references. We verify OSSPatcher using 6 Android apps and 4 Linux apps, to show the capability of OSSPatcher in patching both Android apps and other Linux-based apps. For collected exploits, we start by validating that they work on vulnerable versions and are blocked in newer (fixed) versions of OSS libraries. We then run OSSPatcher to compile source patches into shared libraries and patch them into the vulnerable apps. Our evaluation shows that all of these exploits are successfully stopped by OSSPatcher. We discuss three representative cases below.
Stagefright. Libstagefright is one of Android’s built-in system libraries and is used by system services as well as first-party apps, such as Hangouts, to process multimedia files. There are several exploits available for the infamous stagefright bug, and we demonstrate OSSPATCHER using exploit 38124 in Exploit-DB [45] which crafts a malicious mp4 file. We use a Nexus 5 phone running Android 5.0, which is subject to this vulnerability to carry out the experiment. Before patching, the exploit can start a reverse shell through Hangouts. After patching SampleTable::setSampleToChunkParams using OSSPATCHER, the exploit is stopped.

Heartbleed. Apache web server, Httpld, uses OpenSSL for hosting websites over https. Heartbleed vulnerability allows attackers to peek server’s memory. We setup Httpld with 1.0.1f version of OpenSSL in a docker container and turn on https. With exploit 32745, we are able to dump memory of web server. After patching the server daemons at runtime by fixing function dtls1_process_heartbeat and tls1_process_heartbeat, an attacker cannot exploit the server any longer.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Patching Techniques

We demonstrate OSSPATCHER with live-patching at the start of app launching. But OSSPATCHER can be adapted to perform hot-patching at runtime which has benefits such as continual service. The difference between these is timing of injection and requirements on patches. Hot-patching needs to ensure that vulnerable functions are not being executed and patches are stateless. However, both approaches require root privilege due to the use of ptrace and may increase attack surface if adopted by users. On the contrary, binary rewriting doesn’t require root privilege and minimizes attack surface. While prototyping OSSPATCHER, we could have chosen either, however, in-memory patching allows us to safely revert the patch on exception and helps in debugging. We leave implementation of other patching techniques and their comparison as future work.

B. Alternative Deployments

While this paper focuses on patching Android apps, the techniques used by OSSPATCHER can also be applied to patch vulnerabilities in userspace programs of any Linux-based system, particularly apps on Docker Hub, of which more than 80% of official apps have been reported to have at least one highly severe vulnerability [58, 62]. In fact, the correctness verification of 4 Linux apps (e.g. Httpld) in Table III is performed using Docker for better reproducibility.

OSSPATCHER is a system to help third-parties patch public vulnerabilities in applications for the sake of users, which assumes unavailability of source code. However, we argue that OSSPATCHER can also be adapted to help app developers to push their security patches quickly to users.

C. Limitations

Information Authenticity. OSSPATCHER assumes that the information in NVD is accurate. But this assumption may not be true. For example, CVE-2016-10156 is a vulnerability correlated with systemd which allows privilege escalation. The description mentions that version 228 is vulnerable and 229 fixes the problem. The CVE entry has two commit links in the reference section. We tested the corresponding 41171 exploit in Exploit-DB for this CVE. We found it working on version 228 through 236 and was stopped in 237, which shows that the claim made in the description is not correct. Moreover, one of the two commits is already included in version 228, indicating that developers may have back-ported the commit, or the commit is not a patch. However, we argue that checking authenticity of information is orthogonal to OSSPATCHER and can be addressed by other approaches such as manual reviews and regression testing.

System Capability. OSSPATCHER currently classifies limited types of changes as feasible and supports VAST building for only C language due to limitation of TypeChef. However, OSSPATCHER can be extended to support other types of changes that result in localized binary changes. For example, patch 188eb6b of LibPNG is considered infeasible by OSSPATCHER due to its change of typedef statements. However, it can be classified as feasible by a more complex analysis which is capable of identifying and separating functional changes versus non-functional changes, such as version string update. Similarly, OSSPATCHER can support C++, by rewriting TypeChef as a clang tool. In this paper, we avoid this engineering overhead and prioritize demonstration of practicality while prototyping OSSPATCHER. But we argue that future research can be conducted to clearly define feasible patches and identify challenges in VAST building for C++.

Dynamic Code Coverage. During our testing, we found that many of the patches applied to deep vulnerabilities — often beyond the reach of symbolic/dynamic analysis due to precise environmental requirements. Our automated dynamic analysis in §V was only able to exercise patched vulnerable functions in 32% of the tested apps. This led us to manually verify the patches in §V-D and motivated the design of our automated rollback mechanism presented in §IV-D. As dynamic code coverage techniques advance, we will continue to improve the automated verification of our patches.

VII. RELATED WORK

Previous efforts related to OSSPATCHER can be categorized into three lines of work.

A. Automatic Patching

Researchers have proposed approaches to automatically generate patches by learning from previous patches. For example, CodePhage [60] and CodeCarbonCopy [59] patches buggy apps by borrowing code from fixed donor apps. Prophet [38] automatically generates patches from successful OSS patches and assigns candidate patches with probabilistic scores. Due to the fact that security vulnerabilities are localized and have fixed types, researchers also proposed systems to patch binaries directly based on domain knowledge or machine learning techniques. For example, ClearView [48] patches errors based on execution failures. Axis [37] and AFix [25] focus on automatically fixing atomicity violations. Schulte et al. [52–54] propose evolutionary algorithms to repair programs. GenProg [32] and Par [29] propose genetic-programming methods for patching.
BinSurgeon [18] and AutoFix-E [72] allow users to write patches using templates or source annotations. These works propose various ways to fix programs under the assumption that patches are not available. We consider these works as orthogonal to OSSPATCHER which works on existing patches.

Researchers have also proposed patching techniques under the assumption that patches are available. For example, Ksplice [3] and Kpatch [73] performs Linux kernel live patching based on existing kernel patches. Karma [8] performs Android kernel patching based on manually written lua patches. InstaGuard [7] presents a new method for applying patches leveraging ARM debugging primitives. BISTRO [13] proposes techniques to extract binary component and embed them into other binaries. There are also works that focuses on patching native libraries (C/C++) or Dalvik binaries (Java) Android apps [14, 42, 76]. However, these works either assume availability of source code and config options of compilation [3, 7, 8, 73] or assume impractical availability of binary patches [13, 42]. In contrast, OSSPATCHER assumes that apps are closed source and source patches of OSS are available, which we believe is a practical assumption for Android apps and OSS. Compared to patching Java libraries [14, 76] in Android apps, OSSPATCHER focuses on patching native libraries written in C/C++, which are reported to be present in 40% of all apps [1], and have more CVE entries as well as unique challenges.

B. N-day Vulnerability Detection

Various approaches have been proposed to identify known (n-day) vulnerabilities in binaries at different granularities. LibScout [4] and OSSPolice [15] detect libraries and correlate them with existing vulnerability data to identify vulnerable ones. OSSPATCHER reuses them to identify apps with vulnerable OSS versions.

Discover [16], Genius [17], and Gemini [77] compile vulnerable functions into binaries and directly search for them in firmware images. Fiber [78] proposes fine-grained patch presence test to allow more accurate bug finding. However, these approaches do not consider OSS variants and may need to compile and search an exponential number of binaries. To overcome this limitation, OSSPATCHER proposes variability-aware matching algorithms to identify vulnerable functions as well as config options and reference addresses.

C. Variability-aware Code Analysis

There has been work that carry out variability-aware static analysis of large and complex software systems, such as the Linux kernel, Busybox, etc. to detect compile time bugs, dead code, inconsistent configuration, etc. Undertaker [6] is a suite of tools to carry out variability-aware static analysis of Linux kernel source code for dead code and related bugs introduced by C preprocessor directives. Vampyr [80] is a part of the Undertaker suite that performs variability-aware static coverage analysis of kernel drivers. KConfigReader [26] uses Undertaker to analyze a Linux kernel variability model (kconfig files) and translate it into a propositional formula for automated reasoning with SAT solvers. The TypeChef [28] tool also does variability-aware static analysis of software systems to detect compile and link time errors introduced by the C preprocessor. They introduce an AST with choice nodes to encode variability information. These works all focus on analyzing source code for problems related to variability.

In contrast, OSSPATCHER focuses on bridging the gap between OSS variants and their compiled counterparts in binaries. OSSPATCHER reuses TypeChef to generate VAST and performs source-to-binary matching for subsequent patching operations.

VIII. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented OSSPATCHER, the first automated system that fixes n-day OSS vulnerabilities in app binaries by automatically converting feasible source patches into binaries and performing in-memory patching. We focus on fixing uses of vulnerable OSS written in C/C++ for Android apps while prototyping OSSPATCHER. We populated OSSPATCHER with 39 OSS and 1,000 Android vulnerable apps. Our evaluation shows that 675 source patches are feasible and OSSPATCHER fixes vulnerabilities with negligible memory and performance overhead. We, therefore, conclude that OSSPATCHER is a practical system and can be deployed by vendors or end users to fix n-day vulnerabilities without involving app developers.
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